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1. INTRODUCTION 
An ideal I in an commutative noetherian ring R is perfect if the length of 
a maximal regular sequence in Z, the grade of Z, is the same as the projec- 
tive dimension of R/Z. When R is local and I is perfect of grade n, the type 
of Z is the minimal number of generators of Ext”,(R/Z, R). Equivalently, if 
is a minimal free resolution of R/Z, then type(Z) = rank(F,,). In this paper, 
we prove a structure theorem for a certain class of grade 3, type 2, perfect 
ideals in a noetherian local ring R. If Z is such an ideal, the structure 
theorem consists of an explicit minimal free resolution for R/Z and hence, a 
minimal set of generators for I. 
We employ a numerical invariant of an ideal Z in a noetherian local ring 
R to describe the class completely. Let (IF, D) be a minimal free resolution 
of R/Z. Let C= Im(D,) and let K be the submodule of C which is generated 
by the Koszul relations on the entries of D,. Note that if Z is minimally 
generated by r, ,..., rn and {e, ,..., e,,} is a basis of F,, then K is the module 
generated by the set {r,ei + riej: 1 d i < j< n}. Define 
1(Z) = dim,(K+ mC)/mC, 
where m is the maximal ideal of R and k = R/m. Since ,?(I) is the maximum 
number of minimal generators of K which can be chosen to be part of a 
minimal basis for C, we see that n(Z) is also the maximum number of 
Koszul relations which can appear as rows of a matrix for D,. We will 
describe the structure of ideals which have grade 3, type 2, and ,I > 0. In 
fact, if II > 0, then II = 1, for grade 3, type 2 ideals, minimally generated by 
at least 5 elements. It should be noted that the invariant I was used 
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previously by Kustin and Miller, in [ 111 and [ 121, to distinguish classes 
of grade 4, type 1 ideals. 
Our method of proof relies on the fact that perfect ideals behave under 
specialization, in the sense of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1 [7]. Let I be a perfect ideal of grade n in a commutative 
noetherian ring R and let F be a projective resolution of R/I. Suppose that 
R -+ S is a homomorphism of noetherian rings such that IS # S. If grade(lS) 
is at least n, then IS is a perfect ideal of grade n and F@ R S is a prqjective 
resolution qf S/IS. 
This theorem allows us the convenience of working over a polynomial or 
power series ring over a field. For each integer n > 4, we identify a generic 
example consisting of a pair (I, [F), defined over a suitable ring R, with the 
properties that 
(1) I is a perfect ideal of grade 3, generated by n elements and 
(2) [F is a length 3 free resolution of R/Z with F, = R, rank(F,) = n, 
rank(i;,) = n + 1, and rank(F,) = 2. 
Given any grade 3, type 2 ideal J in a noetherian local ring S, with J 
minimally generated by n elements and i > 0, then we need only construct 
a homomorphism of noetherian rings R -+ S such that IS = 1. It follows 
that IF OR S is a minimal free resolution of S/J and the structure theorem is 
complete. 
There are several classes of perfect ideals in noetherian local rings for 
which generic examples have been found. Burch [S] characterized those of 
grade 2, proving a structure theorem which was known to Hilbert in a 
special case: a grade 2 perfect ideal requiring n generators is the ideal of 
minors of size n - 1 of some (n - 1) x n matrix. For grade larger than 2, 
much work has been done on the classes of perfect ideals of type 1, the 
Gorenstein ideals. Buchsbaum and Eisenbud [4] have found that each 
grade 3 Gorenstein ideal in a noetherian local ring is the ideal of maximal 
order pfaffrans of some alternating matrix. Our structure theorem depends 
heavily on this classification, and we describe their results in Section 2. In 
contrast to the grade 3 case, not all grade 4 Gorenstein ideals have the 
same structure. In fact, as mentioned above, Kustin and Miller used the 
invariant ,I to distinguish classes of these ideals. While they have construc- 
ted generic examples in some cases, a complete structure theorem has not 
been found. 
A key step in our classification of grade 3, type 2 ideals with 2 >O is 
showing that each such ideal is linked to a grade 3 almost complete inter- 
section. An immediate consequence is that each grade 3, type 2 ideal with 
;C > 0 is in the linkage class of a complete intersection. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
All of the rings that we consider are commutative rings with identity. We 
begin by recalling the theory of linkage, as in [ 131 or [4]. In most cases, 
linkage is used in the case of perfect ideals in Gorenstein or Cohen- 
Macaulay local rings. However, the results that we use here are true for per- 
fect ideals in any commutative noetherian ring, as shown by Golod in [6]. 
We will work in this slightly more general setting. 
DEFINITION. Let Z be a perfect ideal of grade n in a noetherian ring R. 
An ideal J is linked to I, written I-J, if there is a regular sequence 
x = (x, ,..., x,) in Z such that J= (x : I). An ideal J is in the linkage class of I 
if there exist ideals I, ,..., Z,s uch that I- I, - Z2 - . . . - Z,s -J. 
A fundamental result is that linkage is a symmetric relation on the set of 
perfect ideals in a noetherian ring. 
THEOREM 2.1 [ 131. Let R he a noetherian ring. IfZ is a perfect ideal qf 
grade n and x = (x, ,... , x,) is a regular sequence in Z, then J= (x : I) is per- 
,fect of grade n and I= (x : J). 
Frequently, we will construct a resolution for R/(x : I) as a quotient of a 
mapping cone of a resolution for Ext”,(R/Z, R). In general, we refer to this 
as the “reduced form” of the mapping cone, as defined below. 
DEFINITION. Let (H, d) and (K’, d’) be two complexes of R-modules for 
a ring R. Let g: 06 -+ H’ be a map of complexes. Define the mapping cone of 
g to be the complex [L = k(g) with L, = K, 1 @ KL, and with differential D 
defined by D(k, k’) = (-d(k), d’(k’) + g(k)). 
With notation as in the definition, suppose that 06 and 06’ are acyclic of 
length n and H,(K) + ZZ,,(H’) is injective. If K,, = K, = R, and g, is the 
identity, then the complex 
is acyclic of length n with H,(L) = H,( il’). The complex (IL’, D) is the 
reduced form of the mapping cone of g. 
THEOREM 2.2 [13]. Let Z be a perfect ideal of grade n in a noetherian 
ring R. Let x= (x1...., x,) be a regular sequence in I. Assume that F is a pro- 
jective resolution of length n of R/Z and K is the Koszul resolution of R/x. Jf 
g: H + F is a map of complexes induced by the inclusion of(x) in Z, then the 
reduced form of the mapping cone of g* is a projective resolution of length n 
of R/(x : I). 
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Suppose that F is a free resolution of R/I and a basis is chosen for F,,. If 
rI ,..., rk are the structure constants of the map g,: K,, -+ F,,, then (x : I) = 
(x, ,..., x,, rl ,..., rk). Thus, if we can control the comparison map g, we will 
have good information about the generators of (x : I) and the resolution of 
R/(x : I). 
The Koszul resolution It6 is a free differential graded commutative 
associative algebra. Thus, when F has the structure of a differential graded 
commutative associative algebra, we have a canonical choice for the map 
g: 06 -+ IF, namely g,(w, A ... A w,)= g,(w,)... g,(w,), for each wi in K, 
and s = l,..., n. We are interested here in grade 3 perfect ideals and, in that 
case, IF does have such a structure. 
Specifically, let R be a commutative ring and let (IL, d) be a projective 
resolution of a cyclic module. We view [L as a differential graded R-module 
with differential d. Now D_ OR [L is a complex with differential D satisfying 
D(xi@ xi) = d(x;) @ xj + ( - 1 )‘x, @ d(x,), where each xk is in L,. A differen- 
tial graded algebra structure on [L is given by a map of complexes 
m: FLOR [L -+ IL. If we write m(xi@x,) = xix,, we must have d(xixj) = 
d(x,)x, + (- l)‘x,d(x,) for each xk in L,. This structure is commutative if 
xixi = (- l)“~~x, and x,x, = 0, for all i, j and for s odd. 
PROPOSITION 2.3 [4]. With notation as above, [L can be given the struc- 
ture of a commutative differential graded algebra. Furthermore, if Li = 0 for 
i> 3, then the algebra structure is associative as well. 
The invariant 1. can be described in terms of the algebra structure, as 
follows. Let R be a noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m. Let I be an 
ideal of R and let IF be the minimal free resolution of R/I. If F, F, is the 
submodule of F2 that is generated by all products of the form xy, where x 
and y are in F,, then it is easy to see that J(Z) = 0 if and only if F, F, is 
contained in mF,. 
The following observation is used to describe the ideals which can be 
linked to a given perfect ideal. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let R be a noetherian local ring. Let I be a grade n perfect 
ideal which is minimally generated by m elements. Let x = (xl ,..., x,) be a 
regular sequence in I. Let ([F, D) be a minimal free resolution of R/I and let 
K be the Koszul resolution of R/x. Let g: H + [F be induced by the inclusion 
of (x) in I. Suppose that there exist direct summands K: of Ki such that gi 
restricted to Kj is a split monomorphism for i = 1, 2. If 0 is the reduced form 
of the mapping cone of g*, then there is a quotient complex [L’ of [L with the 
properties: 
(1) 0.’ is a free resolution of R/(x : I), with Li = Lj for j = O,..., n - 3. 
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(2) rank(lL) = m - rank(K;), rank(lh-,) = rank(F,) + n - 
rank(K;) - rank(K;), and rank(&_,) = rank(F,) - rank(ZQ + n(n - 1)/2. 
ProoJ By hypothesis, there are surjective maps hi: Fi + KI for i= 1, 2. 
Consider the diagram: 
II: O+ F: + F;@Kf +FT@K;+Fz@K;-+ ‘.. +K,* 
sT T T T T T 
P: O+K;*+K;*@K;*+ K;* + 0 -+ .‘. -+o, 
where P is the canonical exact sequence, si = 0 for i = 0, l,..., IZ - 2, s, Pz = 
(-we(a), a), s,-1 (a, b) = (h:(a) - D:h:(b), d), and s, = h:. Since 
s: P + IL is an injective map of complexes, the quotient complex [L’ = IL/[Fn is 
defined, and it clearly has the properties listed above. 
An almost complete intersection in a noetherian local ring is a perfect 
ideal of grade g which is minimally generated by g + 1 elements. Using 
Lemma 2.4, we will show that each grade 3, type 2 perfect ideal with A > 0 
is linked to some grade 3 almost complete intersection. This is useful infor- 
mation because the structure of the latter ideal is known (Theorem 5.3 of 
[4]). Later, we will give an explicit version of the structure of grade 3 
almost complete intersections, and show how it may be used to describe 
the structure of certain type 2 ideals. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let R be a noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m. 
Let I be a grade 3, type 2 perfect ideal. If I is minimally generated by at least 
5 elements, then the following are equivalent: 
(1) ll(Z)>O. 
(2) There is a minimal set of generators x,,..., x, for I such that 
x = (x,, x2, x3) is a regular sequence and (x : I) is an almost complete inter- 
section. 
Prooj Let (F, D) be a minimal free resolution for R/I. Let {ei} and 
(vl} be chosen bases for F, and F2, respectively. Assume that I is 
minimally generated by x,,..., x,, where x= (xi, x2, x3) is a regular 
sequence and e, e2 = u,. This is possible because there exists a minimal 
basis for I such that every subset containing three elements forms a regular 
sequence (Lemma 8.2 of [ 31). 
Let K be the Koszul resolution for R/x and let g: K + ff be induced by 
the inclusion of (x) in I. If {w;} is a basis for K,, we may take g,(w,) = e, 
for each i and g,(w, A w2) = v,. Thus, for i = 1,2, there are summands Ki 
of Ki such that g, restricted to K: is a split monomorphism. Applying 
Lemma 2.4, we see that there is a resolution II’ of R/(x : I) such that 
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rank(l;) = n - 3, rank(&) = n, and rank(l;) = 4. Since (x : (x : I)) = Z, a 
second application of Lemma 2.4 shows that (x : I) can be generated by no 
fewer than four elements. 
On the other hand, suppose that A(Z) = 0. Let xi ,..., x, be any minimal 
set of generators for Z with x= (xi, x2, x3) a regular sequence in I. Let K 
be the Koszul resolution of R/x and let g: [M + [F be induced by the 
inclusion of (x) in I. Let [L be the reduced form of the mapping cone of g*. 
Since we may take g to be given by the algebra structure on 5 and F, F, is 
contained in mF,, [I is a minimal free resolution of R/(x : I). We conclude 
that (x : I) is not an almost complete intersection because rank(l,) = 5. 
We can obtain better information about a set of generators for (x : I) by 
noting that if {ui, u*} is a chosen basis for F,, and e,e,e,=r,u,+r,u,, 
then (x: I) = (xi, x2, x3, rl, r2). If D, is given by the 2 x (n + 1) matrix 
(ao), then 
n+l 
&(ele2e3)= 1 (r,a,j+r2a2,)u,. 
j= I 
On the other hand, D3(ele,e,)=x,(e,e,)-x,(e,e,)+x,u,. Since 
r,a,,+r,u,,-x,u+x,h=x, for some u,h in R, we have (x:Z)= 
(x1, x2, rl, r2). 
Furthermore, we can choose rl with the property that xi, x2, rl is a 
regular sequence. Since (x,, x2, r, , r2) is not contained in 
P, v P, v ... u P,, where (P,, f’2,..., Cc} = Ass,(Rl(x,, -41, by 
Theorem 124 of [9], there exists an element a in R such that rl + ur2 is not 
a zero divisor on R/(x,, x2). Changing the basis in F3 will yield a new 
choice for rl with the property that xi, x2, rl is a regular sequence. 
The final result of this preliminary section is Buchsbaum and Eisenbud’s 
structure theorem for grade 3 Gorenstein ideals. First, we introduce the 
notation and some properties of pfaffians. Let R be any commutative ring. 
An n x n matrix Y= ( ,v~), with entries in R, is alternating if yii = 0 and 
y, = -y,,. The determinant of an alternating matrix is a square in R and is 
zero when n is odd. The pfuffiun of Y is defined as the uniquely determined 
square root of the determinant of Y and is denoted by Pf( Y). 
If r < n, let Y(i I ,..., i,) denote the alternating matrix obtained by deleting 
rows and columns i, ,..., i, from Y. Let (i) denote the index (i, ,..., i,). Let 
Q(i) denote the sign of the permutation that rearranges (i) in increasing 
order. In the case that (i) has a repeated index, set e(i) = 0. Let z(i) be the 
sum of the entries of (i). Define 
Yci) = ( - 1 )r(i) + ’ .0(i) . Pf ( Y(i)). 
If r = n, YciJ = f 1, and if r > n, then YciJ = 0. 
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To expand P’(Y) in terms of pfaftians of lower order, we have the for- 
mula: 
for any k and j fixed in {l,..., rz} [ 11. Applying this formula to the alter- 
nating matrix obtained by augmenting Y with row and column j, we see 
that 
for any fixed j in {l,..., n}. Also, by applying the first formula to the 
matrices Y(r) and Y(S), we obtain the expansion 
for distinct r and s in (l,..., rr}. 
Let F be a finitely generated free module. A map f: F* + F is alternating 
if, with respect to some, and hence every, basis and dual basis for F and 
F*, the matrix of S is alternating. The structure theorem for Gorenstein 
ideals of grade 3 in a local ring is the following result: 
THEOREM 2.6 [4]. Let R be a noetherian local ring with maximal ideal 
m. 
(1) Let n > 1 be an odd integer and let F be a free module of rank n. 
Let f: F* + F be an alternating map with image in mF. Let Y be the matrix 
off with respect o a chosen basis. If K = ( Y, ,..., Y,) has grade 3, then K is a 
Gorenstein ideal, minimally generated by exactly n elements. 
(2) Every Gorenstein ideal of grade 3 arises in this way. 
We use Theorem 2.6 in tandem with the following result to give an 
explicit version of Buchsbaum and Eisenbud’s structure theorem for 
grade 3 almost complete intersections. 
PROPOSITION 2.7 [4]. Let Z be a grade n perfect ideal in a noetherian 
local ring R. Let x = (x, ,..., x,) be a regular sequence in I. 
(1) If I is an almost complete intersection and the sequence x is part of 
a minimal set of generators for I, then (x : I) is Gorenstein. 
(2) If Z is Gorenstein, then (x : I) = (x1 ,..., x,, y) for some y in R. 
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3. THE GENERIC CASE 
We turn now to the construction of the ideals and resolutions which 
provide the generic examples for the grade 3, type 2 ideals with I > 0. We 
conclude the section by showing that the rings we construct are normal 
domains that are regular in codimension 3. Throughout, let k denote a 
field. 
We make frequent use of the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3.1 [S]. Let R be a noetherian ring and let F= [fi .*.f,] 
be a 1 x r matrix with entries in R such that the ideal (f, ,..., f,.) has grade g. 
Let X be an r x s matrix of indeterminates over R. 
(1) Zf s 6 g, then the entries of the matrix FX form a regular sequence 
in the polynomial ring R[X]. 
(2) Ifs < g and R is a domain, then the entries of FX generate a prime 
ideal in R[X]. 
Recall that a grade g perfect ideal is Gorenstein if Ext;(R/Z, R) is cyclic. 
As Theorem 2.6 shows, a generic example for the grade 3 Gorenstein ideals 
that are minimally generated by n elements is given by the resolution 
P: 0- k[Y]A k[Y]“s k[Y]“A k[Y], 
where Y is an n x n alternating generic matrix and y = (Y, ... Y,) is the row 
vector of signed pfafftans of Y. If {ei} and {ui} are chosen bases in degrees 
1 and 2 of P, then an algebra structure on P is given by 
n 
e,e, = 1 Ykuvk, e,v, = ~3,~ for 1 <i< j<n. 
k=l 
It follows that eiejek = Y, for 1 6 i < j < k < n. 
Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 give the generic examples for the grade 3 almost 
complete intersections of odd and even type, respectively. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let n be an even integer, n >4. Let T be an n x n 
alternating generic matrix and let R=k[t,: l<i<j<n]. Zf 
J= (Pf( T), TIZ, T,,, Tz3), then J is a grade 3 perfect ideal. A length 3 free 
resolution of R/J is (IF, D) where rank(L,) = n - 3, rank(L,) = n, 
rank(L,) = 4, and the maps, in matrix form, are D, , D,, and D,, where 
D, = [Pf (T) T,, T,, Tz31fr D, has row i given by [ TIzSi TjiTi2 Tli] for 
i = l,..., n, and D3 consists rows 4 ,..., n of - T. 
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Proof: Let Q = ( Tlzxj: j= 4,..., n). This is a grade 3 Gorenstein ideal 
with n - 3 generators, since it is the ideal of maximal order pfaffians of the 
alternating matrix T( 1, 2, 3). Let P be the length 3 free resolution of R/Q, 
equipped with an algebra structure as above. Since 
by Proposition 3.1, it follows that Tz3, T,,, T,, is a regular sequence in Q. 
Let I be the ideal generated by this sequence and let 06 be the Koszul 
resolution of R/Z. Let g: [M -+ [Ip be induced by the inclusion of I in Q. We 
choose g according to the algebra structure on P, given that g,: R ---f R is 
the identity map and, if {w,, w2, w3} is a chosen basis for K,, 
g,(wi)= i tqej-3. 
j=4 
If (i, j,k}={1,2,3}, then we may take 
n-3 
g,(Wi * Wj)=g~(Wi) gl(Wj)= 1 ((-1)kf’Tkr+3-tijT,23r+3)ur. 
r= I 
and 
g3(w1 * w2 A w3) = g,(w,) g,(w) g,(w,) 
=Pf(T)+t,,T12+f13T,3+t23T23, 
Let (il, D) denote the reduced form of the mapping cone of g*. Clearly, a 
change of bases for L, and L, will give the form for FL that is claimed in the 
statement of the proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let n be an odd integer, n > 3. Let T be an n xn 
alternating generic matrix and let R=k[t,: 1 bi< j<n]. If 
J= (T,, T,, T,, T,,,), then J is a grade 3 perfect ideal. A length 3 free 
resolution of R/J is ([L, D) where rank(L,) =n- 3, rank(L,) =n, 
rank(L,) = 4, and the maps, in matrix form, are D,, D2, and D,, where 
D, = [T, T, T, Tlz3]‘, D, has row i given by [ T23i- T13,TlZi- Ti] for 
i = l,..., n, and D, consists of rows 4 ,..., n of - T. 
ProojY As in the proof of Proposition 3.2, it is easy to show that if Q = 
( TI ,..., T,), then J = ((T, , T,, TX): Q) and the resolution [L is obtained as 
the reduced form of a mapping cone of a resolution for Exti(R/Q, R). 
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Next, we use the resolutions [I and the mapping cone construction to 
obtain ideals and resolutions which turn out to be generic examples for the 
class of type 2 ideals that we characterize in Section 4. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let n be an even integer, n > 4. Let T be an n x n alter- 
nating generic matrix. Let z, and z2 be indeterminates and let 
R=k[T,z,, 4. If I= (J!f(Th T,,, z,T,~+.z,T,,: 36jdn), then Z is a 
grade 3 perfect ideal. A length 3 free resolution of R/Z is (E, D), where 
rank(F,) = 2, rank(F,) = n + 1, rank(F,) = n, F, = R, and the maps, given in 
matrix form, are: 
D, = 
- T,, 0 T,, .” T,, 
0 T,, T,, ... 1 T,, ’ 
where T’ consists of the columns 3,..., n of T. 
Before proving the proposition, we need one lemma. 
LEMMA 3.5. With notation as in the proposition, the sequence l’f( T), T,,, 
z, T,, + z2 T,, is a regular sequence in R. 
Proof Since (T,,:26j<n) has grade 3, and Pf(T)=t,,T,,+ ... + 
t,, T,n> we know that Pf( T) generates a prime ideal. It follows that 
Pf (T), T,, is a regular sequence. Let J= (Pf (T), T,,). 
Let {P, ,..., P,} = Ass,(R/J). Since grade(P;) = 2 for all i, it follows that 
(Pf( T), T,,, T,,, T,,) is not contained in the union of these associated 
primes. Thus, there is an element x in R such that T,, + XT,, is not a zero 
divisor on R/J. Since (T,,, T,,) is an ideal of grade one in R/J, the element 
Z, T,, + z2 T,, is not a zero divisor on R/J, so that the sequence Pf( T), 
T 129 Z, T,, + z2 T,, is regular. 
Proof of Proposition 3.4. Let J= (Pf( T), T,,, T,,, T,,) and let J, = 
(Pf(T)> T,2, z, T,, + z2 T,,). Let [L be the resolution of R/J which is given in 
Proposition 3.2. Let H be the Koszul resolution of R/J,. We will define a 
map g: [ib + [L induced by the inclusion of J, in J. 
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Let {e,}, { uj}, {u,}, and { wI} denote the chosen bases of L1 , L,, L,, and 
K,, respectively. Now g,(w,)=e,, g,(w,)=e,, and g,(w,)=z,e,+z,e,. 
We calculate an algebra structure on L to get the formulas: 
g2(W, A W2)=elez= jj t3j"j5 
j=1 
g2(W, A w3) = zl(ete3) + z2(ele4) = i (z*tlj-ZI bj) uj, 
j=l 
g2(w2 * w3)=zl(e2e3)+z2(e2e4)=z1u1 +z2u2, 
j=l 
We obtain the given form for [F by computing the reduced form of the map- 
ping cone of g*, deleting the extraneous summands, and reordering the 
basis elements, as necessary. 
Note. The indeterminate t,, is superfluous; that is, if we set t,, = t21 = 0, 
then the ideal obtained is the same as I. Also, the resulting complex is still 
exact by Theorem 1.1. 
PROPOSITION 3.6, Let n be an odd integer, n > 3. Let T be an n x n alter- 
nating generic matrix. Let z, and z2 be indeterminates and let 
R=k[T,z,,z,]. IfZ=(T,, T2,z1 T,, + z2 T,: 3 d j < n), then Z is a perfect 
ideal of grade 3. A length 3 free resolution of R/Z is ([F, D), where 
rank(F,) = 2, rank(F,) = n + 1, rank(F,) = n, F, = R, and the maps, given in 
matrix form, are 
- T2 T, o...c 
0 z2t12--zl 
-z2t12+z1 0 
-z2t13 -z2 f23 T 
-22 t1n -z2t2n 
D,= r 
z, T, T, T3 ... T,, 
L -z2 0 0 T,23 . . I T,,, ’ 
where T consists of the columns 3,..., n of T. 
Before proving the proposition, we need one lemma. 
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LEMMA 3.1. With notation as in the proposition, T,, T,, z, Tlz3 + z2 T, is 
a regular sequence in R. 
Proof Since ( Tlzj: 3 d j < n) is a grade 3 ideal, by Proposition 3.1 we 
have that (T,, T,) is a prime ideal, generated by a regular sequence. Since 
(T,, T,) does not contain zi Tlz3 + zz T,, the lemma follows. 
Proof of Proposition 3.6. Let J= (T,, T,, T,, T,,,) and let J, = 
(T, , TZ, zi Tlz3 + zz T3). Let II be the resolution of R/J which is given in 
Proposition 3.3. Let K be the Koszul resolution of R/J,. We will define a 
map g: K + [L, induced by the inclusion of J, in J. Let {e,>, { uj}, {u,}, and 
{w,} denote the chosen bases of L,, L,, L,, and K,, respectively. Now, 
g,(w,)=e,, g,(w,)=e,, and g,(w,)=z2e3 +z,e,. We calculate an algebra 
structure on II to get formulas: 
g2(W, A W2) = ele2 = i t3jiDj, 
j=l 
g2(w, A w3)=z2(e,e3)+z,(e,e,)= -z2. t t,,u,-z,u,, 
j=l 
g2(W2 * W3)=z2(e,e3)+z,(e,e,)=z,. jJ tlj"j-Z1u2, 
j-1 
n-3 
J=I 
We obtain the resolution 5 by computing the reduced form of the 
mapping cone of g*, deleting the extraneous summands, and reordering 
the basis elements as necessary. 
We conclude this section with two results concerning the normality and 
regularity of the generic examples. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let k be a field and n > 4, an even integer. Let T be an 
n x n alternating generic matrix. Let z, and z2 be indeterminates over k. If 
~=(pf(T), T,,, z,T?,+z,T,~: 3<j<n), then k[T,z,,z,]/I is a normal 
domain that is regular in codimension 3. 
Proof It is known [lo] that the height of the ideal ( T12ij: 3 < i < j < n) 
is 6. Let A=k[T,z,,z,]/Zand let J=(z1,z2, T,,ii: 36i< j<n), a height 
5 ideal of R. If A is any generator of J, we will show that A, has property 
R,. It follows that A has property R, as well. 
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First, suppose A = Tlzij for some choice of (i, j). Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that A = T,,,,. Let V be an n x n alternating 
generic matrix and let /I denote Vi,,,. Define a map f: k[T, z,, z21d + 
kCV,z lr z,lp by 
t,Huik+(-l)i+l~-l~ i uiiv,*k, for i=1,2andk=3,4. 
/=5 
Also, map 
t34 H u34 + BP’ ’ i u3j v123j2 zi I+ zi and tij ++ uij, otherwise. 
j=5 
By Proposition 3.3, applied to the matrices T(1) and T(2), we have that, 
for i > 4, 
A@, T,i + ~2 TX) = z,(T,, T134r - T,, T,24, - T14 T,23J 
+ z2( T12 T234i - TZ T124i - T24 T,2,i), 
so Z,=(Pf(T), T,,,z,T,,+z,T,,, z,T,,+z,T,,),. If i<j and r<s, 
{i, j, r, s> = { 62, 3,4}, and (i, j) # (3,4), the image of T, is (- l)rfSurJ/% 
Also, by Proposition 3.2, Pj”( T)A = T,, TJ4 - T,, T24 + T,, T23, so the image 
of Z, is (I,( IV), u~~)~, where 
u13 014 
u23 u24 1 
Let S = k[ V, z,, z,]/(Z,( IV), Use). Since ht(Z,( IV), u34) = 3, we have that 
S, N A,. Now, S has property R, since it is a polynomial ring over the 
ring k[ W]/Z2( W), which has R,. Thus, A, has R,, as claimed. 
Next, let A =zl. In this case, Id = (T,,, T,j+ A-‘z,T,,: 3 <j<n),, 
which is a Gorenstein ideal in k[ T, zi, z21d. Let W be an n x n generic 
matrix and u1 , u2 two indeterminates. Since Q = ( Wlj: 2 < j < n) is a grade 
3 Gorenstein ideal of k[ W], by Proposition 6.1 of [4], k[ WI/Q has 
property R,. Since A, N (k[ W, u, u2]/Q)“,, we see that Ad has R,, as well. 
The proof in the case that A = z2 is identical. 
If P is any prime of A with ht(P) < 3, then P does not contain J, so there 
is some generator A of J which is not in P. Thus, A, N (Ad)PAd is regular 
since ht(PA,) 6 3. It follows that A has property R,. 
We know that A is Cohen-Macaulay. By Serre’s criterion of normality, it 
follows that A is normal. Since A is a graded normal ring, it must be a 
domain, so the proof is complete. 
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PROPOSITION 3.9. Let k be a field and n > 3, an odd integer. Let T be an 
n x n alternating generic matrix, and let z, and z2 be indeterminates. If I= 
(T,, T2,z,Tlzj+z2Tj: 3<jdn), then k[T,z,,z,]/I is a normal domain 
which is regular in codimension 3. 
Proof. It is known [lo] that the height of ( TIii: 2 d i < j< n) is 6. Let 
A = k[T, z,, zJ/I. If J= (z,, T,,: 2<i<j<n), then ht(J/Z)=4. An 
argument similar to that used in the proof of Proposition 3.8 will show that 
A, has property R, for each generator d of J and hence, A is a normal 
domain, regular in codimension 3. 
4. THE STRUCTURE THEOREMS 
In this section, we prove that, in a noetherian local ring, grade 3 almost 
complete intersections and type 2 ideals with 2 > 0 are specializations of the 
ideals in Propositions 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.6. By Theorem 1.1, it follows that 
they have minimal free resolutions which are specializations of the 
resolutions given in those propositions. We begin with the following 
elementary lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let M be an n x n alternating matrix with entries in a com- 
mutative ring R. Let j be fixed in { l,..., n}. If x, ,..., x, are elements of R with 
xi = 0, then there is an n x n alternating matrix M’ with the properties 
(1) MJ=Mj-Cr=,xiMi and 
(2) M;=M,,for i# j. 
Proof. Consider the case that x1 = a, xi = 0 for i = 2,..., n, and j# 1 is 
fixed. Define an alternating matrix M’ by rnik = mlk + amjk if k # 1, m;, = 
-m’,,, and m:.k = mik, otherwise. Note that M’ differs from M only in row 
and column 1. 
For i# 1, 
n-l n-- 1 
MI= - 1 m;,M;,i= - 1 (m,,+am,,)M,,j=Mi-6,,aM,. 
&=I k=l 
It is clear that M’, = MI, M: = Mi, if i # j, and Mi= Mj- aM,. Iterating 
the process, the lemma follows. 
The next two results are explicit versions of Buchsbaum and Eisenbud’s 
structure theorem for grade 3 almost complete intersections. 
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PROWSITION 4.2. Let n be an even integer, n > 4. Let R be a noetherian 
local ring with maximal ideal m. If J is a grade 3 almost complete intersec- 
tion of type n - 3, then there is an n x n alternating matrix T, with entries in 
m, such that J= (Pf(T), T,,, T13, Tz3). 
Proof Choose minimal generators c,, c2, c3, cq for J such that 
c= (c,, c2, c3) is a regular sequence. We know that (c : J)= Q is a 
Gorenstein ideal and, by Lemma 2.4, there is a resolution [I of R/Q such 
that rank( L, ) = n. However, [L cannot be minimal because n is even and, 
since (c : Q) = J, it follows that Q is minimally generated by either n - 1 or 
n - 3 elements. 
Case 1. Suppose that Q is minimally generated by n - 1 elements. Thus, 
there is an (n - 1) x (n - 1) alternating matrix M, with entries in m, such 
that Q = (M, ,..., M, ~ I ). Let P be a minimal free resolution of R/Q, 
endowed with the usual algebra structure. Let H be the Koszul resolution 
of R/c and let { wr, w2, w3} denote a chosen basis of K,. Let f: K + P be 
induced by the inclusion of (c) in Q. 
Define a 3 x (n - 1) matrix X= (x,) by 
n-l 
ci= 1 x$4, for i= 1, 2, 3. 
j=l 
Assume that f, is given by X, and that fi and f, are determined by fi and 
the algebra structure on P. Let (I-I, D) be the reduced form of the mapping 
cone off *. The ranks of the free modules of W are (n - 1, n + 2,4, 1). Since 
J has type n - 3, W cannot be minimal. It follows that Im(D,) = Ker(D,) is 
not contained in mH,. Since D3 is given by the matrix [M Xl], some entry 
of X say xII, is not in m. Replacing c, with cl/x,, , we may assume that 
Cl = Ml + C xli”i. 
r=2 
By Lemma 4.1, we may assume further that M has been chosen so that 
c, =M, and 
n-1 
cj= c XjiMi for j= 2, 3. 
i=l 
The new form for the matrix of D3 indicates that we may delete a rank 1 
summand from each of H, and H,. Once again, the resulting resolution 
cannot be minimal, so some xii with 2 < i, j< n must be in R-m. 
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Repeating the argument above, we may assume that A4 has been chosen 
with ci = M,, c2 = M,, and 
H-l 
cj = c XiMi, 
i= 1 
where each xi is in m. Define an n x n alternating matrix T = ( tv) by 
1 
XI-1 
if i=l,j#l 
tij= mi-lj-l if l<i<n 
0 if i=j=l 
for i<j and tii= -tji if i>j. Note that M,=(-l)j+‘F’f(M(j))= 
(-l)‘+‘Pf(T(l,j+ l))= Tlj+l for each j= l,..., n - 1. Thus, ci = T,,, 
c2 = T,,, and c3 = F’j”( T). 
Since J= (c,, c2, c,,~~(w, A w2 A We)) and 
the proof of Case 1 is complete. 
Case 2. Suppose that Q is minimally generated by n - 3 elements. In 
this case, there is an (n - 3) x (n - 3) alternating matrix M, with entries in 
m, such that Q = (MI,..., M,- 3). Choose a 3 x (n - 3) matrix A’= (xv) with 
n-3 
ci= c x,M, for i= 1, 2, 3. 
j=l 
Using the same notation as in Case 1, we see that the ranks of the free 
modules for (W, D) are (n - 3, it, 4, 1). Since W resolves R/J, HI is minimal 
and the entries of X are in m. Define an n x n alternating matrix T= (tii) by 
I xv-3 
if l<i63,4<j 
tii= mi-3ip3 if i,j>4 
0 otherwise 
for i < j, and tii = -tjj if i > j. Note that 
n-3 n-3 
Ci= 1 xgMj= - C fc+3T,23j+3 
j=l j=l 
= iii, Tz3 - 6, T,, + 6, T,,. 
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The fourth generator of J is f3(w, A w2 A w3) which is defined to be 
n-3 n-3 n-3 
fl(wl)fl(w2)fl(w3)= 1 xlj C x2i 1 X3k”jik 
j=l i= 1 k=l 
n-3 n-3 
=,C, tlj+3 C t2i+3Tl2i+3i+3 
i= 1 
n-3 
=,C, tlj+3TlI+3 
= Pf ( T). 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
The following result treats the case of grade 3 almost complete intersec- 
tions with even type. The proof is quite similar to the proof of 
Proposition 4.2 and so will be omitted. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let n be an odd integer, n > 3. Let R be a noetherian 
local ring with maximal ideal m. If J is a grade 3 almost complete intersec- 
tion of type n - 3, then there is an n x n alternating matrix T, with entries in 
m, such that J= (T,, T2, T,, T,,,). 
Next, we turn to the main result of the paper: a structure theorem for 
grade 3, type 2 perfect ideals with A > 0. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let R be a noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m. 
Let n > 4 be an integer. Let I be a grade 3, type 2 perfect ideal, minimally 
generated by n elements. If A(I) > 0, then there is an n x n alternating matrix 
T= ( tv), with t,, = 0 and with entries in m, such that 
(1) zfnisodd, thenI=(T,,T,,z,Tl,,+z2T,:3djdn),forsomez, 
and z2 in m. 
(2) ifn is even, then I=(Pf(T), T,,, z,Tlj+z2Tzi: 3<j<n), for 
some z, and z2 in m. 
Proof Choose a minimal set of generators r,,..., r, for I with the 
property that r = (r,, r2, r3) is a regular sequence. By Proposition 2.5 and 
the comments following it, we know that there are elements g, and g, in R 
such that (r : I) = (r r, r2, g, , g2) and r, , r2, g, is a regular sequence. By 
altering the choice of generators in Z, we may assume further that there 
exist elements a and b in m such that rg = ag, + bg,. 
Let (r,, r2, g,, g2), an almost complete intersection of type n - 3. The 
structure of J is given by Proposition 4.2 when n is even, and by 
Proposition 4.3 when n is odd. We will prove the theorem in the case that n 
is even, and omit the proof in the case that n is odd, since it is similar. 
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Let n > 4 be an even integer. Referring to Proposition 4.2 and its proof, 
there exists an n x n alternating matrix T, with entries in m, such that either 
(1) r,=W(T),r,=T,,, gl=T13 or 
(2) rl = T12, r2 = T,,, g, = W(T) 
with g, = T,, + cl P’(T) + c2 T,, + c3 T,,, for some ci in R, in either case. It 
can be seen that any other case is essentially the same as one of these. 
Let J= (UIT), T12, T13, T,,) and let IL be the known minimal free 
resolution of R/J. Let od be the Koszul resolution of R/r. Let {e,}, {v,}, 
{uk}, and {wS} denote the chosen bases of L,, L,, L,, and K,, respectively. 
Let h: K + [L be induced by the inclusion of (r) in J, and determined by h, 
and the algebra structure on O_, as given in the proof of Proposition 3.4. 
Case 1. We have rj = (a + c,b) T,, 4 hT,, + c,bPf( T) + c,bT,,. If we 
replace r3 with r3-c,br,-c,br,, then we may assume that 
r3=xlT13+x2T23, for some xl and x2 in m. By definition, we take 
h,(w,)=e,, h(w) =e2, and hl(w3)=xle3+x2e4. Thus, 
I= (r ,, r2, r3, B1,..., L3), where 
n-3 
,;, PlUl = h3( WI A w2 * w3) = xl(el e2e3) + x2(el e2e4) 
n-3 
= ,c, (x~T,i+,+~,~,,+,)u;. 
Thus, we have shown that I= (P’(T), T,,, x1 Tli+ x2 Tzj: 3 <j < n). Note 
that T,,, T,, and T2, do not involve t,,. Since T,, is in I, we may set 
t,, = 0 without changing the ideal Z. 
Case 2. In this case, r3 = (a + c, b) Pf( T) + bT,, + c,bT,, + c,bT,,. If 
we replace r3 with r3 - c,br, - c,br,, we may assume that r,, r2, and r3 
have been chosen so that r3 = x1 P’(T) + x2 Tz3, for some xl and x2 in m. 
Since h,(w,)=e,, h,(w,)=e,, and h,(w,)=x,e, +x,e,, we have that 
h3(w1 A w2 * w3) = xl(ele2e3) + x2(e2e3e4) 
n-3 
= C (XlTli+3-X2T123;+3)U,. 
i= 1 
Thus, I= (T,,, T13,~1fff(T)+X2T23, XlTlJ-X2T~23,-: 4<jdn). But, 
XIV(T) +X2 T23 = i flj(Xl Tlj-X2 T123~) 
,=I 
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so that xi P’( T) + x2 Tz3 is in the ideal generated by the other n - 1 
generators. This contradicts the assumption that Z is minimally generated 
by n elements. The proof is complete, in the case that n is even. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let R be a noetherian local ring. Zf J is a grade 3, type 
2 perfect ideal, minimally generated by at least 5 elements, then A(J) = 0 or 
A(J) = 1. Zf A(J) = 1, then the structure of J is given by Theorem 4.4 and J is 
in the linkage class of a complete intersection. 
Proof: Suppose that J is a grade 3, type 2 ideal with A(J) > 0. By 
Theorem 4.4, there is an n x n alternating generic matrix T, indeterminates 
z, and z2, and a specialization k[ T, zi, z2] --+ R with the property that, if Z 
and [F are as in Proposition 3.4 or 3.6, then ZR = J and IF 0 R resolves R/J. 
Let {e;} and {v,) be the chosen bases for F, and F2, respectively. Let 
P=(T,z , , z2). It is easy to check that e1e2 = vi, and for (i, j) # (1,2), e,e, 
is an element of PF,. This algebra structure specializes to an algebra struc- 
ture on IF 0 R, so (ei@ 1 )(e,@ 1) = eiei@ 1. Since PR is contained in m, we 
have (e,@ l)(e,@ 1) contained in m(Fz@ R), for (i, j) # (1,2). Thus, 
E,(J) = 1. 
Finally, as the example below shows, the condition ;I = 1 is an actual 
restriction because there exist grade 3, type 2 ideals with A = 0. 
EXAMPLE 4.6. Let x, y, and z be indeterminates over a field k, and let 
P= (x, y, z). Set R=k[x, y, zip, a=~*--*, b=x*- y’-z2, and 
c = y* + z*. If Z= (xyz, ac, -xa, -z’, -yc), then a free resolution of R/Z is 
(lF, D), where the Betti numbers of [F are (2,6, 5, 1) and the maps, given in 
matrix form, are: 
D, = [fnj, D2fij 3 :fl], 
x c 
D,= -’ 
L 
*O-axz xy 0 
-x2 c 0 0 --xY 1 -yz . 
Since the Koszul relations on the generators of Z are in degree 3 or 4 and 
the entries of Dz are in degree 1 or 2, we have that A = 0. It is interesting to 
note that Z is in the linkage class of a complete intersection, for 
(( y3 + yz*, z3, x3 - xz*) : I) is a grade 3, type 2 ideal, with A = 1. 
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